Differentiate Your Business
Provide Superior Service
Improve Efficiency
Gain Significant Advantages
Eliminate Duplicate Data Entry
Increase Security

Learn how at ClosingMarket.com

Integrated Partners

Integrated Partner Listings

Closing Market is your single best way to increase efficiency, streamline com-

munication, expedite the closing process and gain a competitive edge. This is all because of a
single digital connection housed within RamQuest’s title and settlement solutions that gives you
advantages that simply cannot be found anywhere else.
Closing Market enables real-time communication and collaboration with countless integrated
partners such as:

Old Republic National
Title Insurance Company
RamQuest customers underwriting with Old Republic can take advantage of the automation
through Closing Market to facilitate a Closing Protection Letter order and access ezJackets
without having to log in to an external site!
Closing Protection Letter
• Generation of CPLs that will pull order data from your RamQuest solution
• CPLs, once generated, will be placed into FileScan Plus!
ezJacket
• Retrieval of policy jackets
• Policy jackets will be placed into FileScan Plus!
• Electronic remittance

Learn more: oldrepublictitle.con

Contact: 612-371-1111

The title industry is like the tide.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Title Search Providers
eRecording Companies
Lenders
Loan Origination Solutions
Underwriters
And More

Closing Market enables you to do what you do today, but in a purely digital and much more efficient way. You can order services for a file within a matter of minutes using the extensive network
of established service provider integrations. Additionally, you can collaborate on the CDF in realtime with your lender partners through the integrations that Closing Market enables. And, all of this
can be done without ever having to leave your RamQuest title production solution!
In today’s post-TRID environment, being an integrated title and escrow provider will give you unprecedented competitive advantages. Lenders are scrutinizing title companies like never before
and, as a result, are turning more and more to integrated providers. As an integrated title/escrow
provider on RamQuest’s Closing Market you will be able to facilitate faster turn times and, even
more importantly, you will offer an increased level of security and transparency for your lender customers that will allow you to capture new business.
Closing Market clearly enables you to differentiate your business, provide superior service and
gain significant advantages not available elsewhere.

Learn more at ClosingMarket.com
Old Republic Title helps manage the ebb and flow.
Old Republic Title has weathered changing tides. Backed by more than a century of underwriting expertise,
exceptional service and a commitment to sound and ethical business practices, we have the financial
strength and long-term stability your customers are counting on and deserve. Get comprehensive title
insurance from an experienced provider, Old Republic Title.

For more information,
or to find an agent, contact

OLD REPUBLIC TITLE

800.328.4441 oldrepublictitle.com

Old Republic Title’s policy-issuing underwriters are Old Republic National Title Insurance Company and American Guaranty Title Insurance Company | © 2016 Old Republic Title | 3/16

Closing Market Partner Notes:

What are customers saying about
their Closing Market experience?
"Last year, with the rollout of TRID, I saw the need for increased communication and integration with
our lender partners. So I started researching and actually reached out to our lender partners to find
out how we were going to communicate after October 3rd. Closing Market was the solution for us!
It is one marketplace that gives our users integration with the products and companies that we work
with, including our underwriters and lenders. I’m excited to see where Closing Market is going because I know RamQuest is working very hard to add even more providers to the network."

Amanda Brumbelow - Director of Closing Operations
WACO Title

"The best thing about RamQuest? Closing Market. I love Closing Market. I love the fact that all the
new portals -- Real EC's Closing Insight and the vendor products that we use -- are integrated with
Closing Market. My users don’t have to leave the software at all. They don’t have to have multiple
logins that they can’t remember. It’s just a nice, seamless integration and it works very well."

Liz Davis - Director of Administration
Northwest Title Family of Companies

"Using Closing Market has been really great for our company! It is simple to just reach out to our
vendors using the integration...and then their returned product is automatically back in our system.
It’s amazing and significantly cuts down on human error."

Nicole - Vice President - Escrow Operations
One Nation Title

"We love the integrations offered through RamQuest's Closing Market. They solve many problems
when we’re trying to work with our underwriters or some of our other services."

Lisa Walt - Vice President - Operations/Area Manager
First International Title
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Integrated Partner Listings

eRecording Partners
Network (ePN)

Closing Market is the single best way to increase efficiency,

streamline communication and expedite the closing process for your title

ePN’s eRecording services accelerate document recording, significantly reducing costs associated with traditional submission and recording methods while improving client service levels.
ePN’s service offers complete document tracking, secure processing, no annual fees, no set
up fees and more. The ePN solution requires less key strokes when submitting documents
for recording, provides reporting for collected fees versus actual fees, and has event status
messaging to improve workflow. With a business strategy based on technology leadership,
competitive pricing and outstanding customer support, ePN has quickly become the eRecording partner of choice for a growing number of closing agents, lenders, law offices, and
other submitters.

and settlement operation. With our vast network of integrated providers,
Closing Market gives you quick and easy access to all of your partners,
listed on the following pages, with just a click of your mouse!

a

A.S.K. Services

A leader in the title search industry, A.S.K. Services has built its reputation on expertise and
outstanding service. The company’s core business is focused on providing title searches to
title agents and underwriters and it has developed one of the most sophisticated online order
management systems available. Title search services can be procured, tracked and archived
online, using our proprietary technology and this technology is available to users of Closing
Market. As your partner in title evidencing, A.S.K. Services takes the hassle out of obtaining
timely and reliable title searches.

Learn more: ASK-Services.com

American Property Guard (APG)

APG’s proprietary system identifies taxing entity records allowing APG to retrieve real-time
data to generate Property Tax Certificates and Plat documents, providing time and accuracy
advantages over traditional Property Tax Certificate generation. APG uniquely provides realtime accuracy and quickly delivers it directly back to the order through Closing Market.
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Learn more: americanpropertyguard.com

Learn more: GOePN.com
Contact: 888.325.3365 or Sales@GOePN.com

Why Go ePN?
n
n
n
n

Electronically submit
documents for recording
directly from Ramquest!

Less keystrokes to record
Collected vs actual fee reporting
Event status messaging to improve workflow
Complete document tracking to comply with
ALTA best practices

888.325.3365 • www.GOePN.com • sales@GOePN.com
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Integrated Partner Listings
Attorneys’ Title Fund Services

The Fund provides quality information and innovative products and services for attorneys
conducting residential and commercial real estate transactions. The Fund has spent more
than a half century supporting and promoting the success of attorneys’ real estate practices
by providing valuable, relevant, and timely information. This has propelled the company to
create innovative products and services that allow attorneys to conduct residential and commercial transactions easily and efficiently. The Fund’s Title Information Quality and Service
Guarantee promises that you’ll receive a reliable product, free of errors, and in a timely fashion
directly back to you through Closing Market for integration into your office products.

ClosingCorp

Streamline workflows and improve efficiencies with: SmartGFE® Calculator, a pricing and
compliance tool that instantly generates actual title and settlement rates, and accurate recording fee and transfer tax data in GFE and HUD-friendly formats; DARTTM, an accurate
recording fee and transfer tax data service that identifies the exact taxing jurisdiction for every
residence in America; and SmartOrder®, a seamless, online ordering technology that enables mortgage lenders to order title and settlement services.

Learn more: closing.com

Learn more: thefund.com

Axis Survey Group

CSC

Learn more: goexeacta.com

Learn more: erecording.com

Axis uses a web-based proprietary technology customized to the land surveyor and title insurer to procure and deliver land surveying products electronically. The Axis Survey Group’s
integration with Closing Market allows users to place and procure land services on a national
basis and to track and retrieve surveying services in real time as well as archive past survey
products in a secure database.

c

Calyx Software

The Calyx Point Solution connects loan officers and processors to numerous lenders and service providers, using technology that allows all parties to exchange data easily. This seamless
interaction, coupled with the robust features in the Point product line, increases efficiency and
maximizes profitability by enabling more loans to close more quickly.

Learn more: calyxsoftware.com
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CSC bridges the gap between submitters and county offices and enables easier document
creation on the submitter side and faster recordation, indexing, and acknowledgement on the
recorder side. CSC is the only direct provider of a total recording solution that encompasses
paper recordings in counties that do not yet accept electronic documents. Plus, CSC documents are in full compliance with federal, state and local laws as well as industry standards.

Data Trace Information Services

d

Data Trace is the leading provider of Texas tax certificates, providing the ability for RamQuest
customers to order and receive tax certificates in all 254 Texas counties, including automated
certificates in 66 counties. Data Trace has decades of tax experience in Texas, where tax payment and certification require state-specific knowledge. To provide even greater confidence
in your purchase, Data Trace warranties its information by making good on debts that may
surface after a transaction has closed.

Learn more: DataTraceTitle.com
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Integrated Partner Listings
DRN Title Search

NotaryLoop

NotaryLoop is a software company that provides affordable multi-platform integration and notary tools for title agents and notary signing services. If you are using a notary signing service,
the NotaryLoop gateway is our FREE service through Closing Market that gives title agents a
direct “system to system” connection, allowing users to collaborate and communicate with
any notary signing service without leaving their RamQuest title software.
If your company assigns orders directly to notaries, NotaryLoop’s scheduling software is for
you! Connect directly to over 25,000+ qualified notary signing agents nationwide. The NotaryLoop integrated scheduling solution works directly with Closing Market so you never have
to key in an order again. The system also allows your notary vendors to return funding documents back to the file for your review.

Learn more: notaryloop.com
Contact: 866.802.0002 or info@notaryloop.com

Integration with your notary vendors is the KEY to success!

DRN currently performs title search services in every county in the following states: Kentucky,
Ohio, Indiana, New Jersey, and New York. DRN also provides cost effective document retrieval and recording services in every county nationwide. DRN has experience in all types of
residential searches including foreclosure and performs commercial searches on a per case
basis depending on available resources.

Learn more: docret.com

Eclipse Real Estate Services, Inc.

e

Eclipse’s powerful network of proven and insured searchers and abstractors provides the
fastest nationwide turnaround time possible. Eclipse makes sure that the product produced is
dead-on accurate and endeavors to provide the best product available at the most competitive price. Eclipse employs a staff of experienced examiners and proofreaders to assure that
what you get is exactly what you asked for. From start to finish, Eclipse Real Estate Services,
Inc. is ready to serve your needs in any area required, and to do it in a way that will truly
eclipse the services you have experienced in the past.

Learn more: eclipsere.com

NotaryLoop is a fully integrated, intuitive notary management solution
keeping you in the loop with your mobile signings.
Send orders and documents to any notary service without leaving your
title software.

Try it for FREE!
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www.notaryloop.com | info@notaryloop.com | 866.802.0002

Ellie Mae, Inc.

Ellie Mae (NYSE:ELLI) is a leading provider of innovative on-demand software solutions and
services for the residential mortgage. Mortgage lenders of all sizes use Ellie Mae’s Encompass
all-in-one mortgage management solution to improve compliance, loan quality, and efficiency
and to easily order and collaborate with title service providers from their system of record. Encompass is used by more than 193,000 mortgage professionals and thousands of mortgage
companies, including seven of the 25 largest U.S. mortgage lenders.

Learn more: EllieMae.com
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Integrated Partner Listings
eRecording Partners Network (ePN)

ePN’s eRecording services accelerate document recording, significantly reducing costs associated with traditional submission and recording methods while improving client service levels.
ePN’s service offers complete document tracking, secure processing, no annual fees, no set
up fees and more. The ePN solution requires less key strokes when submitting documents
for recording, provides reporting for collected fees versus actual fees, and has event status
messaging to improve workflow. With a business strategy based on technology leadership,
competitive pricing and outstanding customer support, ePN has quickly become the eRecording partner of choice.

Learn more: GOePN.com

Evergreen Note Servicing

Evergreen Note Servicing has been providing loan servicing for private notes, mortgages, real
estate contracts and rentals for over 30 years in all 50 states. Evergreen acts as the servicing
agent on all types of loans and periodic payment arrangements on behalf of both the buyer
and the seller and offers all the automation and conveniences that you are accustomed to
receiving on a conventional loan. Whenever you close a seller-financed transaction, please
think of Evergreen for servicing!

Fidelity National Title Group

agentTRAX is Fidelity National Title Group’s online tool to generate policy jackets and Closing Protection Letters. If enabled, the auto reporting feature will allow for the gross premiums
associated to generated policies to be reported to FNTG’s agency accounting department
on behalf of the issuing agent. This removes the need to create separate remittance reports.

Key Benefits of Service(s):
•
•
•
•

Allows for the creation of electronic policy jackets and
Closing Protection Letters
Auto reports gross premium due in connection with issued jackets
to FNTG’s agency accounting department if applicable
Uses transaction data already existing in your orders to reduce the
amount of data to enter
Stores the created jacket and/or letter in your order for future
reference/reprints

Learn more: nationalagency.fntg.com

Learn more: notecollection.com

f

FedEx

First American Title

Learn more: fedex.com

Learn more: firstam.com/agentnetintro.com

Generate shipping labels for FedEx shipments to Buyers, Sellers and Agents associated with
a file and then track that shipment as necessary directly from your RamQuest title and settlement solution. How? With the FedEx interface to Closing Market! There is no charge from
Closing Market to take advantage of this time-saving integration (standard FedEx charges
apply to each shipment). Set up an account with FedEx and request a Trading Partner Relationship with FedEx on Closing Market (you’ll need your FedEx account number and meter
number) and you’re ready to go!
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AgentNet® is integrated with Closing Market to deliver a convenient and efficient method to
quickly generate approved First American® CPLs, policy jackets, search for First American
back title (where available) and Specially Designated Nationals (SDN) from inside Closing
Market, eliminating the need to rekey data and work across multiple systems. Additionally,
this integration allows you to calculate First American® rates and fees, reducing the possibility
of remittance errors. With AgentNet technology accessible through Closing Market, you have
a suite of time-saving tools that can simplify all of your First American transactions.
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Integrated Partner Listings
Fort Dox

Fort Dox Links is a document delivery and email marketing solution for title agents. With it,
agents are able to deliver closing documentation to consumers electronically and remain “top
of mind” using email marketing. Additionally, title agencies ensure ALTA Best Practices compliance as a result of sharing closing documentation with consumers securely.

Learn more: fortdox.com

i

Indecomm Global Services

Indecomm Global Services offers advanced solutions in eRecording and paper document processing as well as post-closing services, providing a real-time production view of documents.
Indecomm has a strong commitment to the title and settlement services industry that is bolstered by a full range of platform-based solutions. Indecomm supports the title agent from the
time of title order entry to mortgage recording. This enables Indecomm to help its customers
and other mortgage professionals reduce costs and improve their business performance.

Learn more: indecomm.net

m

MortgageDocs

MortgageDocs is a nationwide notary management company with a database of uniquely
qualified professional notaries and a proprietary notary management system, developed with
a focus on security, speed and reliability.

Learn more: mortgagedocs.com
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NATIC

NATIC

NORTH AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY

n

North American Title Insurance Co. (NATIC) is a seasoned title insurance underwriter, helping
title agents to achieve the goal of true business success. NATIC conducts real estate settlement services in 40 states. The NATIC agency application process is fast and transparent for
qualified agents. NATIC has a one-hour underwriting response guarantee that is unparalleled
in the industry.

Learn more: natic.com

National Investors

National Investor and Investors Title supports its agents and partners with innovative business
solutions to help you prosper, technological tools that streamline processes, unparalleled educational resources to advance knowledge, and direct access to a support team of veteran title
insurance professionals with exceptional title insurance and real estate transaction expertise.
ClientCONNECT, the technology at the core of the company’s integration with Closing Market,
is an extension of its dedication to providing innovative solutions. ClientCONNECT features
enhanced benefits and functionality:
• Never leave your RamQuest solution when retrieving CPLs and Policy Jackets
• Elimination of re-keying and keystroke errors with automatic transfer of information
• “Remember me” login and password functionality
• Enhanced OFAC (Office of Foreign Assets Control) verification providing on-screen notifications

Learn more: invtitle.com			
Contact: marketing@invtitle.com
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Agents National
A.S.K. Services
American Property Guard
Attorneys' Title Fund Services
Axis Survey Group
Calyx Software
ClosingCorp
Corporation Service Company (CSC)
Data Trace Information Services
DRN Title Search
Eclipse Real Estate Services
Ellie Mae, Inc.
eRecording Partners Network (ePN)
Evergreen Note Servicing
FedEx
Fidelity National Title Group
First American Title
Fort Dox
Indecomm Global Services
MortgageDocs
NATIC
National Investors/Investors Title
National Loan Closers
NextDeal
NotaryGo
NotaryLoop, Inc.
Old Republic National Title Insurance Company
Old Republic Specialized Agency Solutions (ORSAS)
Oplogic
PCN Network
Professional Settlement Services
PropertyInfo
RealEC
RealtyData Corp.
RedVision
reQuire LLC
Signature Information Solutions LLC
Simplifile
Title Resources Guaranty Company
Title Wave Research
TitlePrep
TitleWave
UPS
Westcor
WFG National Title Company
ZOCCAM Technologies, Inc.

|

Visit ClosingMarket.com/Partners to see
our complete list of partner integrations!

eRecording

Closing Market
Integrated Partners
- Quick Guide -
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Integrated Partner Listings

American Property Guard

Stop waiting and get Real-Time! APG’s breakthrough technology provides assessor balances
at the time requested. Your Tax Certificates are no longer tied to bulk tax roll imports with a
“Good as of Date.” Lenders now need to meet new compliance regulations and are under
pressure to provide updates to consumers in a much shorter turn-time. Be the lenders go-to
hero, not their pain-point.
When you request and update taxes in Closing Market it only takes a couple clicks. APG
exclusively handles locating the property without the burden of additional selections or drilldowns. APG handles HOA request and updates with the same ease of ordering. Property
Tax and HOA documents are returned directly to FileScan. In fact APG uniquely even returns
a CAD pdf with every Tax Certificate, saving examiners even more time. APG delivers a next
generation experience, and is dedicated to returning great customer service to Property Tax.

Learn more: americanpropertyguard.com
Contact: sales@americanpg.com or (888) 519-1367

National Loan Closers

National Loan Closers provides Notaries and Attorneys for closing transactions; sending a
Signing Agent/Attorney to your location to sign the paperwork associated with the refinance
or purchase closing. Title Agents are able to submit new closing orders, pass closing documents and notes seamlessly into the National Loan Closer system through the RamQuest
solution. You don’t have to rekey any information or go to a third-party website.

Learn more: nationalloanclosers.com

NextDeal

NextDeal is dedicated to growing clients’ businesses through ground-breaking web-based
technologies that consistently keep clients ahead of their competition.
DigitalDocs: Homeowners have safe, convenient access to closing documents online
and you will know exactly when clients are considering re-entering the Real Estate market.
preDOCS: Automatically sends your Opening Packages and safely returns them to your
escrow file in your RamQuest solution. This simplified process is secure and automated,
making your opening document process easier than ever before.

Learn more: nextdeal.us

NotaryGO

NotaryGO has the ability to deliver a consistent signing in all 50 states, 24 hours a day, 7 days
a week, which takes organization, planning, structure and most of all effort. Their service is
based on transparency and service concepts including: “Direct Signing,” “Quality Control”
and “Dedicated Support Staff”.

Learn more: notarygo.com
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NotaryLoop, Inc.

NotaryLoop is a software company that provides affordable multi-platform integration and notary tools for title agents and notary signing services. If you are using a notary signing service,
the NotaryLoop gateway is our FREE service through Closing Market that gives title agents a
direct “system to system” connection, allowing users to collaborate and communicate with
any notary signing service without leaving their RamQuest title software.

Learn more: notaryloop.com

Oplogic

Oplogic is a premier web-based Fraud Protection and Identity Authentication Solution. The
incredibly easy integration of OFAC, identity, fraud protection, and verification services allows
data results to conveniently post into your Closing Market interface.
Identity Operator: verifies all customer data fields against nearly 100 databases for possible identity theft, fraud, and OFAC.
Verification Operator: offers interactive multiple choice questions that only that specific consumer could possibly answer. Identity can be confirmed with confidence. Also
includes OFAC verification.

Learn more: oplogic.com

o

Old Republic National Title Insurance

Professional Settlement Services

Learn more: oldrepublictitle.con

Learn more: professionalsettlements.com

Old Republic Specialized Agency Solutions

PropertyInfo

RamQuest customers underwriting with Old Republic can take advantage of the automation
through Closing Market to facilitate a Closing Protection Letter order and access ezJackets
without having to log in to an external site!
Closing Protection Letter: Generation of CPLs that will pull order data from your
RamQuest solution; CPLs, once generated, will be placed into FileScan Plus!
ezJacket: Retrieval of policy jackets; policy jackets will be placed into FileScan Plus!;
Electronic remittance

Users can order search products via Closing Market, eliminating the need to go to a separate
application, creating greater efficiencies in the user’s office. Additionally, the ORSAS finished
products are delivered back to clients via Closing Market and can be imported into your RamQuest solution, saving title commitment production time and errors.

Learn more: titlepartner.com
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Professional Settlement Services is a full-service signing company with a vast network of
attorney and notary public agents nationwide. By using Closing Market you will not have to
enter loan information into the Professional Settlement Services system, it is integrated to
accept closing requests with just a few clicks from your office. Generally, the settlement is
scheduled and confirmed in an hour. Once the documents are prepared and ready for the
closing your office will just update PaperlessCloser and the documents are transferred to the
Professional Settlement Services system for a secure download by the closer.

PropertyInfo’s solutions range from title search services, policy production, document management, and fraud prevention to electronic closings and recordings, plant software/publishing, application hosting, land registration, cadastre, tenure and real estate market modernization. PropertyInfo provides title and real estate professionals with electronic data and
integrated applications needed to increase business efficiency.

Learn more: propertyinfo.com
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r

RealEC

reQuire, LLC

Learn more: realec.com

reQuire provides a system to track paid off liens to assure clear title for compliance, title underwriters and the secondary market. Using reQuire through Closing Market tracks your paid
off liens and delivers all information back into your production file. reQuire’s Closing Market
integrations include:

RealEC provides partner connectivity, automated vendor management, advanced data capture and document management services to more than 2,000 mortgage originators and more
than 13,000 service providers. RealEC enables lenders and business partners to electronically connect, collaborate, and automate their processes to eliminate paper, manual processing, and other sources of friction in the origination and servicing of mortgage loans.

RealtyData Corp.

RealtyData Corp. (RDC) provides comprehensive property information solutions to title agents,
vendor management companies, underwriters, lenders and other real estate professionals.
The company combines their vast land records management experience with industry leading
technology, enabling mortgage lending transactions to occur at a higher rate of speed and at
reduced costs.

reQuire LLC is an independent release tracking company located in Virginia Beach, Virginia.
For over 10 years, reQuire’s team of legal, real estate and technical professionals have worked
to develop the first web-based release tracking and reporting service to secure paid-off mortgage notes in all 50 states.

Release Tracking: provides search and reporting to clear title on paid off mortgage liens
to assure the obligations committed to in the purchase or sale of a home have in fact
been satisfied.
Title Curative: obtains unreleased mortgage liens and missing assignments clouding
the property’s title.

Learn more: gorequire.com

Learn more: realtydata.com

RedVision

Signature Information Solutions, LLC

Learn more: redvision.com

Learn more: signatureinfo.com

As the largest independent national provider of title and real property research, RedVision® applies
data, technology and managed service solutions to transform the procurement and processing
of title information. Its proprietary NOVA® technology and cascade of best-practice standardized
Redi® products empower customers with transaction cost savings, SLA attainment, compliance
and risk management. RedVision has delivered more than 7.5 million title reports to 1,600+ client organizations, including financial institutions, title underwriters, settlement service providers,
national agents, local agents, lenders, attorneys and foreclosure/default processing firms.
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Signature Information Solutions LLC traces its roots back to 1911 and is the result of the joint
venture between Charles Jones LLC and Data Trace NJ/PA operations. It was formed in 2007
with a mission to serve the title and legal markets with exemplary and cost-effective solutions.
Products integrated include: Certified NJ Statewide Judgment Lien (Upper Court) Searches, Certified NJ Tax & Assessment Searches and PA Tax & Utility Certifications, Certified Patriot Name
Searches, Certified NJ Tideland Claim Searches and NJ Tideland Grant Searches, Certified NJ
Certified NJ Flood Searches, NJ County Search Services, NJ/PA Corporate and UCC Searches.

s
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Simplifile

Simplifile was incorporated with a single mission: to create a simple and easy-to-use
e-recording system with industry-leading customer service. Over the years, Simplifile has not
only fulfilled that mission but has expanded it to include the ability to rapidly and seamlessly
integrate Simplifile e-recording solutions with any customer system. This lets Simplifile electronically accommodate any required receiver or submitter services, including receipt, review,
rejection and, most importantly, recording.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ALTA Best Practices compliance
Avoid mailing costs, traffic and wasted time
Increase document security
Audit and Control compliance
Faster loan funding
Customer satisfaction
Shorten the recording gap
Reduced title fraud

In addition to e-recording, Simplifile’s easy-to-use collaboration services allow lenders and settlement agents to securely share, validate, and collaborate on loan documents, disclosures,
fees, and more. From loan application to recording to document storage, Simplifile helps users
more quickly and easily work through the closing process and ensure compliance.

Title Wave Research

Title Wave Research is a full-service company, committed to taking care of all of your Title
Research needs in all counties in the State of Florida. Title Wave Research also cover counties
in the states of California, Arizona and Wisconsin. Services included Title Searches and Document Recordings. Title Wave Research is dedicated to giving its clients fast, accurate service.

Learn more: 561.290.9654

TitlePrep

Global Data Source, LLC (TitlePrep) is a national title search, processing, and recording service that helps title companies streamline their operations, reduce costs, achieve efficiencies
and improve overall productivity. With full integration through Closing Market, RamQuest customers can order services directly within their RamQuest system and receive completed search
documents back along with a typed preliminary title commitment.

Learn more: simplifile.com
Contact: 800.460.5657 option 2 or sales@simplifile.com

t

Title Resources Guaranty Company

Generating and obtaining your policy jackets and closing protection letters has never been
easier. Through Title Resources’ Online Services PROS and CPL retrieval system with RamQuest, your process just got simpler! Get ready to modernize the way you work.

Learn more: TitleResources.com
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Title Wave®

TitleWave® gives agents the ability to order, track and receive title insurance products, produce commitments and policies online anytime, transfer data into third-party software packages, monitor order progress, and it is available 24/7 via the internet. Though the industry
continues to change, the one thing that remains the same is Title Wave’s dedication to better
serve its Agent Partners.

Learn more: www.titlewave.net
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UPS

UPS can streamline and simplify your shipping and tracking to Buyers, Sellers and Agents.
With Closing Market, you can process shipments, print UPS shipping labels, and track packages in Complete Closing. Closing Market auto populates the shipping labels so no more
handwriting labels and no need to enter data twice. And, with the built in tracking you will
know the location of any shipment in the UPS global network, to provide better service.

Learn more: ups.com

w

WFG National Title Company is a national title underwriter, currently licensed in 46 states and
the District of Columbia, dedicated to taking the time and cost out of the real estate transaction through focusing on you, your processes and your empowerment through technology.
By using WFG’s integration, you receive faster and more accurate CPLs and ICLs and Jackets with direct delivery into your RamQuest solution, with data and document deliver of title
reports and abstracts.

Learn more: wfgnationaltitle.com

Westcor

Closing Market offers Westcor agents secure online access to CPLs and policy jackets. An
unwavering commitment to serve customers with a standard of excellence has made Westcor the fifth largest title underwriter in the United States. Westcor promotes a culture where
innovation is encouraged, balanced with a practice of compliance and risk management
training.

Learn more: wltic.com

ZOCCAM

z

ZOCCAM’s application allows users (Realtor or Buyer) to securely send money and contracts to the title company using Mobile Remote Deposit Capture. Realtors and purchasers
open the order and securely deposit earnest money using the ZOCCAM app to capture the
check and send the contract to the title company. ZOCCAM is the secure, simple method for
earnest money and contract delivery. Use it anytime from anywhere, and all parties receive
confirmation of delivery and receipt.

Learn more: ZOCCAM.com

Not on Closing Market?
It’s simple to get started!
Call your Customer Account
Manager at 800.542.5503, or email
them at CAM@RamQuest.com.
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WFG National Title Company

Visit ClosingMarket.com/Partners to see
our complete list of partner integrations!
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